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Abstra t: The exe ution of roboti tasks in dynami , unstru tured environments requires the generation of motion plans that respe t global
onstraints imposed by the task while avoiding ollisions with stationary,
moving, and unforeseen obsta les. This paper presents the elasti strip
framework, whi h addresses this problem by integrating global motion planning methods with a rea tive motion exe ution approa h. To maintain a
ollision-free traje tory, a given motion plan is in rementally modi ed to
re e t hanges in the environment. This modi ation an be performed
without suspending task behavior. The elasti strip framework is omputationally eÆ ient and an be applied to robots with many degrees of freedom.
The paper also presents experimental results obtained by the implementation of this framework on the the Stanford Mobile Manipulator.

1. Introdu tion

The automated exe ution of tasks by robots in dynami , unstru tured, and
potentially populated environments requires sophisti ated motion apabilities.
In su h environments unforeseen or moving obsta les may repeatedly invalidate a previously planned motion. The su essful ompletion of a task will
then require the frequent generation of revised motion plans that a ommodate
hanges in the environment. In highly stru tured environments this problem
an be avoided by imposing onstraints on the motion of obsta les: it is ommon for motion planning algorithms to assume that obsta les are stationary or
moving on predetermined traje tories [13℄. These assumptions are unrealisti
for environments outside the fa tory oor or the laboratory environment, like
those en ountered in roboti appli ations su h as servi e or eld roboti s.
The ne essity of frequent regeneration of motion plans for task exe ution in
unstru tured environments entails a omputational diÆ ulty for the generation
of robot motion. Planning algorithms generally take on the order of minutes
to determine a plan, under ideal ir umstan es still on the order of se onds
[8℄. Hen e, using planning algorithms the avoidan e of moving or unforeseen
obsta les annot be guaranteed. Rea tive motion s hemes, like the potential
eld approa h [9℄, on the other hand, are able to avoid moving obsta les in
real-time but might fail to a hieve the task by getting trapped in lo al minima.
This di hotomy of omplete or resolution omplete but ineÆ ient global
planning algorithms and in omplete but eÆ ient lo al, rea tive exe ution ap-

proa hes has been the starting point for various e orts to improve the performan e of robot motion generation algorithms [11℄. In one approa h the
on epts of potential eld-based obsta le avoidan e and approximate ell deomposition motion planning were used in onjun tion to yield a rea tive framework for planning and exe ution of robot motion [5℄. Only partial knowledge of
the environment is required and small, unforeseen obsta les or minor hanges
in the environment an be tolerated.
Whereas the previously mentioned approa h an only be applied to mobile
robots, the elasti band framework [14℄ is also suited for robot manipulators.
In this approa h planning and rea tive exe ution are used in sequen e: rst
a plan is generated using a onventional motion planner; subsequently this
plan is modi ed in rementally as a rea tion to hanges in the environment.
Real-time obsta le avoidan e for robots with few degrees of freedom has been
demonstrated.
For mobile robots the global dynami window approa h integrates planning
and exe ution by in orporating an eÆ ient global path planner into the ontrol
loop of a dynami s-based exe ution s heme [3℄. This approa h allows for highspeed navigation of a mobile base in an unknown and dynami environment.
In another approa h to integrated planning and ontrol a plan is onverted
into a traje tory using a path-based parameterization, rather than a time-based
one [15℄. This allows the orresponding path-based ontroller to interrupt the
exe ution of the traje tory, if an unforeseen obsta le is dete ted. On e the
obsta le has been removed or an evasion maneuver has been spe i ed by a
human operator, the exe ution of the original traje tory is resumed.
The elasti strip framework [2℄ presented in this paper integrates planning
and exe ution for robots with many degrees of freedom. This approa h allows
for rea tive obsta le avoidan e behavior that does not suspend task exe ution,
enabling robots with many degrees of freedom to perform tasks in dynami
and unstru tured environments. The paper also presents the experimental
validation of this framework on the Stanford Mobile Manipulator, a six degreeof-freedom (DOF) PUMA 560 mounted on a 3 DOF holonomi mobile base.
2. Elasti

Strip Framework

The elasti strip framework is very similar in spirit to the elasti band framework [14℄. In the elasti band framework a previously planned robot motion is
modeled as elasti material. A path between an initial and a nal on guration an be imagined as a rubber band spanning the gap between two points
in spa e. Obsta les exert a repulsive for e on the traje tory, resulting in an
in remental modi ation. This an be imagined as a moving obsta le pushing
and deforming the rubber band. When the obsta le is removed, the traje tory will return to its initial on guration, just as the rubber band would. An
elasti band is represented as a one-dimensional urve in on guration spa e.
This leads to high omputational omplexity for high-dimensional on guration spa es. Furthermore, the spe i ation of tasks for robots is most naturally
done in workspa e. Elasti bands, however, represent a path in the on guration spa e.

The elasti strip framework operates entirely in the workspa e in order
to avoid aforementioned problems. The hara terization of free spa e be omes
more a urate in the workspa e than that in on guration spa e, resulting in
a more eÆ ient des ription of traje tories. In addition, by avoiding on guration spa e omputation, the framework be omes appli able to robots with
many degrees of freedom. The traje tory and the task are both des ribed in
workspa e. In the elasti strip framework a traje tory an be imagined as elasti material lling the volume swept by the robot along the traje tory. This
strip of elasti material deforms when obsta les approa h and regains its shape
as they retra t.
2.1. Free Spa e Representation
To guarantee that the urrent traje tory is entirely in free spa e or to modify
it due to the motion of an obsta le, the free spa e around the volume swept by
the robot along the traje tory must be known. The simplest representation of
free spa e around a point p in the workspa e is a sphere: it is des ribed by four
parameters and an be omputed with just one distan e omputation. Su h a
sphere is alled bubble [14℄ and is de ned as

B(p) = f q : kp

q k < (p)g;

where (p) omputes the minimum distan e from p to an obsta le.
A set of bubbles is used to des ribe the lo al free spa e around a on guration q of a robot R . This set is alled prote tive hull PqR and is de ned
as
[
PqR = B(p):
p2R
Not every point p needs to be overed by a bubble. A heuristi is used for
sele ting a small set of points yielding an a urate des ription of the free spa e
around on guration q. An example of a prote tive hull around the Stanford
Mobile Manipulator is shown in Figure 1 a).
Along the traje tory U a sequen e of on gurations q0 ;    ; qn is hosen.
This sequen e is alled an elasti strip SUR if the union of the prote tive hulls
PiR of the on gurations qi ; 1  i  n ful lls the ondition
[ R
VUR  TSR =
Pi ;
(1)
0in
where VUR is the workspa e volume of robot R swept along the traje tory U .
The union TSR of prote tive hulls is alled elasti tunnel. It an be imagined
as a tunnel of free spa e within whi h the traje tory an be modi ed without
olliding with obsta les. An example of an elasti tunnel is shown in Figure 1
b). Three on gurations represent snapshots of the motion along a traje tory.
The union of the prote tive hulls around those on gurations form an elasti
tunnel. It ontains the volume swept by the robot along the traje tory.
This representation of free spa e is the key to the performan e of the elasti
strip framework. It an be omputed very eÆ iently, while providing a good
approximation of the the a tual free spa e.

a)

b)

Figure 1. a) A prote tive hull around the Stanford Mobile Manipulator
An elasti tunnel formed by several overlapping prote tive hulls

b)

2.2. Elasti Strip Modi ation
The elasti strip S is subje ted to external for es that keep the traje tory free
of ollision and to internal for es that result in a short and smooth traje tory.
External for es are aused by a repulsive potential asso iated with obsta les.
For a point p, this potential fun tion is de ned as
 1
2
2 kr (0 (p)) if (p) < 0 ;
Vext (p) =
0
otherwise
where 0 de nes the region of in uen e around obsta les and kr is the repulsion gain. Internal for es are aused by virtual springs atta hed to ontrol
points on onse utive on gurations along the elasti strip. How external and
internal for es are used to modify the traje tory in a ordan e with the task
spe i ation is des ribed in se tion 2.3.
As obsta les approa h the traje tory, the size of prote tive hulls de reases.
If this leads to the violation of equation 1, intermediate on gurations are
inserted into the elasti strip, until the swept volume of the robot is again
entirely overed by prote tive hulls. The retra tion of obsta les, on the other
hand, leads to the enlargement of prote tive hulls. In this ase redundant
on gurations are removed.
The integration of planning and exe ution paradigms in the elasti strip
framework onsists of the in remental and rea tive modi ation of a global
plan. As the for es a ting on the elasti strip do not hange the topologi al
properties of the represented traje tory, the global properties of the plan are
maintained. The robot an be guaranteed to rea h the goal as long as the plan
remains topologi ally feasible. Hen e, an eÆ ient, rea tive s heme has been
integrated with a global plan.
2.3. Motion Behavior
A task an onsist of di erent subtasks, ea h potentially requiring di erent
motion behavior. Using the elasti strip framework these subtasks an be

des ribed in a very intuitive way. A for e Ftask is spe i ed in operational
spa e [10℄ at the end-e e tor. This for e an be derived from the potential
Vtask asso iated with the task. Joint torques task required to a omplish the
task an be omputed by a simple mapping of Ftask = rVtask a ting at the
end-e e tor point e using the Ja obian J (q) at that point for on guration q:
task

= J T (q)Ftask :

(2)

Operational spa e ontrol of redundant manipulators an a ommodate
di erent kinds of motion behavior. In the simplest ase, a part has to be moved
on any traje tory between two lo ations. To implement obsta le avoidan e,
the existing traje tory an be modi ed to a ommodate unforeseen or moving
obsta les. No parti ular motion behavior is required to a omplish the task
and the joint torques task an be omputed by adding the torques resulting
from internal and external for es to equation 2:
X T
T
Jp (q )Fp ;
task = J (q )Ftask +
p2R
where Fp is the sum of internal and external for es a tion at point p and Jp (q)
is the Ja obian at that point in on guration q. Internal for es are aused by
the potential fun tion Vint asso iated with the virtual springs of the simulated
elasti material and external for es an be derived from the potential fun tion
Vext resulting from the proximity of obsta les: Fp = rVint rVext :
Redundan y of a robot with respe t to its task an be exploited to integrate
task behavior and obsta le avoidan e behavior. Some tasks may require the
end-e e tor to remain stationary or to move along a given traje tory without
deviation. This entails that obsta le avoidan e annot alter the motion of the
end-e e tor.
For redundant systems the relationship between joint torques and operational for es is given by
i
h
T
T
(3)
J T (q )J (q ) 0 ;
task = J (q )Ftask + I
with

0=

X
p2R

JpT (q )Fp

and

J (q ) = A

1 (q)J T (q)(q);

where J (q) is the dynami ally onsistent generalized inverse [10℄. The term
T
[I J T (q)J (q)℄ orresponds to the null spa e of the Ja obian J (q). This
relationship provides a de omposition of joint torques into two dynami ally
de oupled ontrol ve tors: joint torques resulting in for es a ting at the
end-e e tor (J T (qi)Ftask
 ) and joint torques that only a e t internal motions
h
T
T
I J (q )J (q ) 0 [12℄. This allows to ontrol the end-e e tor by a for e
(Ftask ) in operational spa e, whereas internal motions an be independently
ontrolled by joint torques ( 0 ) that do not alter the end-e e tor's dynami
behavior.

This framework is integrated with the elasti strip approa h by simulating
the e e t of internal and external for es on the robot at the on gurations
fq0 ;    ; qn g representing the elasti strip. The elasti strip an now be modi ed
in a way that avoids obsta les by exploiting the redundant degrees of freedom of
the robot but leaves the end-e e tor motion unaltered. If kinemati onstraints
of the robot make obsta le avoidan e impossible the task needs to be aborted or
modi ed. This an o ur when the robot rea hes the border of its workspa e,
for example.
3. Traje tory Generation and Exe ution

An elasti strip S represents a sequen e of dis rete on gurations fq0 ; : : : ; qn g
along a path from q0 to qn . The onversion of su h a sequen e into a timeparameterized traje tory is a well-studied problem [1, 6℄. In the elasti strip
framework, however, this sequen e is hanging in dis rete steps as the elasti
strip is modi ed in rea tion to hanges in the environment. Let qt and q_t be
the ve tors of joint positions and joint velo ities of the robot at time t. They
resulted from the exe ution of the traje tory des ribed by the elasti strip St 1
at time t 1. The modi ed elasti strip St will represent a di erent traje tory
with a desired velo ity of q_t0 at time t and a potentially unattainable position
qt0 +1 and velo ity q_t0 +1 at time t + 1. Due to the omparatively slow rate at
whi h the update of the elasti strip o urs, the di eren e between the urrent
and desired position and velo ity, kqt qt0 k and kq_t q_t0 k, an be large. Hen e,
the appli ation of onventional approa hes to traje tory exe ution would not
result in desirable behavior.
This problem ould be solved by either requiring the initial portion of the
elasti strip to remain onstant or by limiting modi ation to those traje tories
a hievable, given the dynami onstraints of the robot. These solutions have
two disadvantages: For one, invalidating the path represented by the elasti
strip requires a omputationally expensive replanning operation, whi h should
be avoided if at all possible. Hen e, it is desirable for the elasti strip to
represent a valid path, even if in onsistent with the urrent state of the robot.
Se ondly, when exe uting a motion on a mobile base, su h as the Stanford
Mobile Manipulator, exe ution errors a umulate for the mobile base due to
slippage of the wheels. To redu e this error various relo alization s hemes an
be employed. The error a umulated between di erent relo alizations an be
expe ted to be large enough to invalidate a traje tory originally in orporating
dynami onstraints imposed by the robot. InsuÆ ient a tuator apabilities
ould also be regarded as a sour e of error.
To avoid these disadvantages a novel approa h to the exe ution of hanging traje tories is presented in this se tion. The general idea is to maintain a
valid traje tory that orresponds to the elasti strip but ignores the dynami
state of the robot. The initial on guration q0 of the strip will be onstrained
to oin ide with the on guration of the robot. Hen e, the traje tory represented by the strip will be almost orre t, only ignoring dynami s. The nal
traje tory then results from merging the robot's urrent motion with the previously omputed traje tory. These two steps are detailed in the two following

subse tions for a single degree of freedom. The extension to many degrees of
freedom is trivial.
3.1. Generating the Traje tory
The elasti strip represents a sequen e of on gurations fq0 ; : : : ; qn g that are
onne ted by straight-line segments in joint spa e. The dis ontinuous velo ity
hange that an o ur at a on guration qi along the pie ewise linear traje tory annot be exe uted by the robot without oming to rest at qi . As this
is not desirable, an interpolation te hnique is applied to onvert the pie ewise
linear traje tory into one with a ontinuous rst derivative. As we an expe t frequent velo ity hanges during the exe ution of a hanging traje tory,
this interpolation is performed with ubi polynomials, whi h also guarantee a
ontinuous se ond derivative within a given segment of the traje tory.
When using a standard s heme for traje tory generation with ubi polynomials [6℄, the traje tory passes through a set of via points, orresponding to
the on gurations qi along the elasti strip. This may results in a large deviation from the straight-line traje tory between two adja ent on gurations.
Due to the free spa e des ription with prote tive hulls, however, this is the
portion of the traje tory where the free spa e des ription is most narrow. It is
hen e desirable for the robot to follow this portion of the traje tory as losely
as possible. To a hieve this, the straight-line segments will be onne ted by
ubi turns. The maximum allowed duration of a turn at on guration qi an
be inferred from the lo al free spa e and determines the velo ity along the
adja ent line segments from qi 1 to qi to qi+1 .
To allow the exe ution of traje tories in tight spa es, a turning ubi will
always begin by a elerating with the maximum a eleration qmax . Taking into
a ount that the a eleration during a ubi an be des ribed by a line, the
duration d of the turning ubi is omputed as follows:
Zd
2  jq_j
d qmax
;
!
d=
q_ = jq_i 1 q_i j =
q(t) dt =
2
qmax
0
where q_i denotes the velo ity along the line segment between qi and qi+1 . The
points at whi h the turning ubi onne ts with the adja ent line segments an
be omputed by equating their motion equations:
qi + (di

di )q_i + q

= qi+1 + (d di )q_i+1 ;

where di denotes the duration of the line segment between qi and qi+1 assuming
onstant velo ity q_i , and q stands for the hange in joint position between
beginning and ending of the turning ubi . Solving for di , the parameters of
the turning ubi are omputed. Its exe ution will begin at time ti+1 di
and end at time ti+1 + (d di ), where ti denotes the time at whi h exe ution
of the ith segment begins. Using those values the starting and ending point of
the turning ubi with respe t to the line segments an be omputed.
3.2. Merging the Robot's Motion with the Traje tory
The traje tory resulting from the method des ribed in the previous subse tion
does not take into a ount the urrent velo ity of the robot. Also, the robot's

position might have hanged due to the orre tion of a umulated exe ution error. To onne t the robot to this traje tory, an iterative optimization algorithm
ould be used [7℄. This algorithm retains the original time parameterization of
the traje tory, whi h auses the robot to \ at h up" with the traje tory. In
dynami environments it is unreasonable to impose a time onstraint for the
robot to rea h the goal on guration. Therefore we will re onne t the robot's
urrent state to the traje tory a ording to its dynami apabilities and then
adapt the time-parameterization of the remainder of the traje tory.
The ubi segment that merges the urrent state of the robot with a segment on the traje tory an be omputed by equating the position and the
velo ity equations of the merging segment and the segment on the traje tory.
When merging with a line segment the following equations result:
q0 + d q_0
q_0

= qr + q_r d + a1 d2 + a2 d3
= q_r + 2 a1 d + 3 a2 d2 ;

where qr and q_r are the position and the velo ity of the robot, d is the duration
of the merging ubi , and a1 ; a2 are its oeÆ ients. When attempting to merge
with another ubi segment of the original traje tory, a solution an be found
in a similar fashion. The duration d of the merger has to be determined su h
that the a eleration onstraints of the robot are not violated.
4. Experimental Results

The elasti strip framework was implemented and tested on the Stanford Mobile Manipulator, a 9 degree-of-freedom (DOF) roboti system, onsisting of
a PUMA 560 arm mounted on a holonomi mobile base. The robot was ontrolled using the Roboti s Library [4℄ running on a dedi ated on-board 90 MHz
Pentium PC. The algorithms presented in this paper were exe uted on a 400
MHz Pentium PC. In the example shown below, update rates of the elasti
strip varied between 10 and 100 Hz.
To demonstrate the elasti strip framework, the Stanford Mobile Manipulator was ommanded to move ve meters along the x-axis of the global oordinate frame, while keeping the arm's posture. During the exe ution of this
plan an unforeseen obsta le, another Stanford Mobile Manipulator, for es the
rst robot to deviate from the original plan. It is modi ed using the elasti
strip framework to avoid ollision while a hieving the desired goal on guration. Two di erent perspe tives of the simulated modi ation of the traje tory
are shown in Figure 2. A sequen e of snapshots from the exe ution on the real
robot an be seen in Figure 3. The plot of the base traje tory, as well as the
traje tory for the rst three joints of the PUMA 560 manipulator are shown in
Figure 4.
5. Con lusion

The elasti strip framework is an eÆ ient method for motion exe ution for
robots with many degrees of freedom in dynami environments. It allows obsta le avoidan e behavior without the suspension of task exe ution. Hen e,

Figure 2. The elasti strip, shown as gray lines, is modi ed in rementally in
order to maintain a valid path while avoiding a moving obsta le

Figure 3. Exe ution of a plan using the elasti strip framework; the path is
modi ed in real-time to avoid the obsta le
this approa h is well suited for mobile manipulation. The e e tiveness of the
proposed algorithm is derived from an eÆ ient integration of planning and exeution methods. The validity of the algorithm has been experimentally veri ed
using the Stanford Mobile Manipulator, a 9 DOF roboti system, onsisting of
a mobile base and a manipulator arm.
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